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ABSTRACT

The Magnetospheric MultiScale (MMS) mission is used to investigate turbulent fluctuations in the Earth’s magnetosheath. The unique
combination of multiple spacecraft and high time resolution plasma and electromagnetic field data provided by MMS makes it an ideal
mission to study the nature of turbulence and energy conversion. The multiple spacecraft allow the determination of the wavevector
directions and plasma frame frequencies of the fluctuations. Moreover, the particle velocities allow the determination of the ion and electron
Alfv!en ratios, giving an additional diagnostic to reveal the nature of the turbulent fluctuations. Finally, the currents (determined from plasma
moments) and the three-dimensional electric field measurements allow the determination of a scale-dependent energy conversion rate. The
results reveal that the fluctuations predominantly have kinetic Alfv!en wave-like properties at wavenumbers near kqi ! 1 (where qi is the ion
gyroradius) and that Landau damping is an important pathway for converting energy.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0068828

I. INTRODUCTION
Plasma turbulence is a ubiquitous process in the heliosphere. In

situ observations in the solar wind1–3 and planetary magnetosheaths4–8

reveal disordered fluctuations in electromagnetic fields and particle
velocities. Energy is deposited into the system at large scales before
undergoing a fluid-like turbulent cascade with eddies and fluctuations
transferring energy to smaller scales. At the scales smaller than the par-
ticle gyration scales or where the particles decouple from the magnetic
field, energy can be transferred efficiently from the fields to the par-
ticles’ bulk kinetic and internal energies.

The exact mechanism or mechanisms behind plasma heating
and acceleration in heliospheric plasma are unclear. Possible explana-
tions include damping of electromagnetic waves9–11 and dissipation in
coherent structures.12,13 Several different types of waves and coherent
structures can exist in plasmas. At the moment, it is not clear how
they interact with one another,14,15 and how they contribute to the
observed heating and acceleration of particles. Identifying the nature
of the fluctuations and comparing their polarization properties to

those known from simplifying models (such as linear solutions to the
Vlasov equation) can aid our understanding.

This paper aims to use both the multi-spacecraft capabilities of
Magnetospheric MultiScale (MMS) and the high time resolution of
particle data to understand the nature of the fluctuations in the Earth’s
magnetosheath and compare them to the predictions for waves from
the linear Vlasov theory. The particle measurements of the current
density J can also allow us to investigate J " E0 (where E0 denotes the
electric field after transformation into a particle frame, i.e., ions or elec-
trons), which quantifies the conversion of energy between the fields
and the kinetic energy.

II. DATA/METHODOLOGY
On 2 September 2015, the MMS spacecraft16 recorded an interval

of Earth’s magnetosheath in burst survey resolution. The spacecraft
was located at [3.3, 11.4, #0.2] Re in the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic
(GSE) coordinate system (where x points from Earth to the Sun and z
points to the Solar ecliptic North). Magnetic field data were recorded
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from the fluxgate magnetometers17 at a rate of 128Hz. Plasma data
were measured by the Fast Plasma Investigation18 with a sampling rate
of 6.6Hz for ions and 30.3Hz for electrons. Electric field data were
recorded from the spin plane double probes (SDP),19 which measure
the x and y GSE components, and the axial double probe (ADP),20

which measures the z component. Together, the SDP and ADP give a
measurement of the three dimensional electric field with a sampling
rate of 8.192 kHz. An overview of the data from the MMS1 spacecraft
during the analyzed time interval is presented in Fig. 1.

The four MMS spacecraft make a regular tetrahedron with low
values of planarity and elongation;21 P$ 0.26 E$ 0.12, respectively,
and a mean inter-spacecraft distance of 140 km which is close to the
ion’s characteristic scales. This time interval occurred briefly after
launch and was before MMS achieved its nominal separations of the
order of tens of kilometers. The large formation is ideal for studying
ion scale physics. The mean parameters (in GSE coordinates) are as
follows: magnetic field B$ [#15.2, 24.0, 41.1] nT, ion velocity [#214,
154, #109] km/s, electron velocity [#195, 144, #94] km/s. The mea-
sured ion density ni$ 26.7 cm#3 and electron density ne$ 27.1 cm#3

are almost identical indicating a good quality of the measurements
according to the constraint of quasi-neutrality. The ion Larmor radius

and the inertial lengths are 43.3 and 43.7 km/rad, respectively, Ion and
electron plasma parallel plasma b (the ratio of parallel thermal to mag-
netic pressure) are 0.61, 0.16, respectively.

To determine the wavevectors of the fluctuations in the plasma,
we use two different, complementary methods. The first is the Multi-
point signal resonator (MSR) technique22 which is derived from wave-
telescope/k-filtering methods.23,24 This method assumes that the signal
is weakly stationary and can be decomposed into a superposition of
plane waves with a small component of incoherent noise. The main
strength of this method is that multiple plane waves can be resolved at
a single spacecraft frame frequency. The spatial scales accessible for
investigation depend on the spacecraft separation with a Nyquist wave-
number of kmax $ p=hdi, where the angled brackets denote the average
inter-spacecraft distance. We limit ourselves to a spacecraft frame fre-
quency range between [0.1,1] Hz based on kmax and the ion bulk speed.
The other method used is Bellan’s method;25 where the strength of this
method is that only a single spacecraft is necessary. Bellan’s method
uses the measured magnetic field, and the plasma current density from
the particle measurements J%t& $ nq%Vi%t& # Ve%t&& where the ion
data are interpolated onto the electron time tags. Here n denotes the
density (we use the electron density), q denotes the fundamental unit of
charge, Vi, and Ve denote the ion and electron velocities, respectively.
The wavevector is obtained as follows:

k%x& $ il0
J%x& ' B(%x&
B%x& " B(%x&

; (1)

where the x in the parentheses denotes that these are complex ampli-
tudes from the Fourier transform. The asterisk denotes the complex
conjugate. For this study, we use the Bellan’s method on each of the
MMS spacecraft. Thus, the results presented are the mean of four
independent measurements. Furthermore if one of the four wavevec-
tors differ from the mean by an angle greater than 35), we eliminate
these points from our analysis.26 Bellan’s method also assumes that the
fluctuations can be described as a plane wave and that there is only a
single plane wave at each spacecraft frame frequency such that each
frequency maps to a single wavevector. No such assumption is neces-
sary for the MSR technique, where multiple wavevectors can be
detected at a single spacecraft frame frequency. However, we only
investigate the wavevector with the largest power from the MSR
method. Another difference is the range of wavenumbers that are
accessible for investigation. The range of wavenumbers that can be
resolved by the MSR method is set by the inter-spacecraft distances.
Whereas for Bellan’s method, the limitation is from the length of the
time series at large scales and the sampling rate/noise at small scales.
The obtained wavevectors can then be used to obtain plasma frame
frequencies according to the Doppler-shift relationship:

xpla $ xsc # k " hVii: (2)

The xpla # k relation can then be compared with linear solutions
of the Vlasov equation.

III. RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the wavelet27 power spectra of the trace magnetic

field (using the Alfv!en normalization to velocity units) (a), the trace
electron velocity (b) the trace ion velocity (c), and the electron density
(d). The vertical lines displayed on the spectra denote ion inertial
length di $ VA=Xci, the ion gyroradius qi $ vi?=Xci, and the

FIG. 1. Measured data from the MMS1 spacecraft. From top to bottom, the mag-
netic field from the fluxgate magnetometer, the electric field in the spacecraft frame
from the spin plane double probes and the axial double probes, the ion density, the
electron density, the ion velocity, and the electron velocity from the fast plasma
investigation.
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combined scale qi * di
28 which are expressed as Taylor shifted scale,

e.g., fdi $ Vbulk=2pdi. The estimated noise floor of the measured quan-
tities is also displayed along with the noise floor value multiplied by
three for the ion velocity, the electron velocity, and the electron den-
sity. For the magnetic field, the noise floor is outside the plotting range;
the other quantities of noise floors are determined from the statistical
errors of the measurements given in the level 2 moments data on the
MMS data archive. The errors are used to define a white noise signal,
e.g., Gershman et al.26 A maximum reliable frequency is defined here
as the frequency where the measured value is equal to three times the
estimated noise floor.29

At large scales above the Taylor shifted proton scales, it is difficult
to determine the spectral index accurately as the interval is short and
the cone of influence (COI) affects the results at large scales.27

Consequently, there is only a limited range available to estimate the
spectral index. We fit from a minimum value of 0.1Hz (to limit the
influence of the COI) up to the combined scale f ! 0:5Hz. At
the smaller scales, we fit from the shifted ion inertial length scale to the
maximum frequency fMax, where fMax is different for each measure-
ment. We choose these limits to avoid fitting over any of the relevant
spatial scales. Furthermore, we avoid noise at small scales and the cone

of influence at large scales. The black line indicated as fB denotes
the intersection of the two power-law fits. The magnetic field
spectrum shows a typical steepening near the ion scales to an index
near !# 2:6 fairly typical in the solar wind and the magneto-
sheath.6,7,30–33 At large scales f< 0.2Hz, the ion and electron velocity
spectra are similar. At these scales, both ions and electrons are magne-
tized and thus coupled in their motion. At smaller scales, the ion and
electron velocity spectra begin to differ. The ion velocity spectra are
much steeper at small scales !#3:3.6,34,35 This is expected at these
scales as the plasma leaves the MHD regime and ion-resonant dissipa-
tion sets in. The electron velocity spectrum is shallower than the ion
velocity spectrum, and no clear break is observed. The density spec-
trum shows a similar slope to the magnetic spectrum at small scales,
while at large scales, it is flatter. A flatter spectrum is often observed in
the density in the solar wind forming a transition between the ion iner-
tial and kinetic ranges and is sensitive to the b value.36–39 However,
our time series’ are not long enough to compare larger scales to con-
firm that this is indeed a flattening.

The predictions from linear theory for the kinetic Alfv!en
wave10,40–43 and the ion Bernstein wave44 are calculated from the New
Hampshire Dispersion Solver45 using the mean parameters from the

FIG. 2. Wavelet power spectrum of the trace magnetic field spectrum (a) the trace electron velocity spectrum (b), the trace ion velocity spectra (c), and the electron density
spectrum (d). The vertical lines denote different ion scales, with purple denoting the combined scale, green denoting the ion inertial, and blue denoting the ion gyro scale. The
black vertical lines denotes the intersection of the power-law fits between large and small scales. The gray curve denotes the estimated noise floor based on the statistical
uncertainties,26 and the dark gray curve denotes three times the noise floor, which is used to find the maximum reliable frequency.
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interval (plasma b, temperature anisotropy). The results are displayed
in Fig. 3, column 1, for the Alfv!en branch, and column 2 for the Ion
Bernstein branch. The propagation directions used are hkb $ 80)

(dashed lines) and hkb $ 89) (solid lines), which is motivated from the
typical wavevector anisotropy k? + kk often observed in plasma tur-
bulence46–48 and the wavevector observations from the interval (which
will be discussed later). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the real frequencies
in black and the imaginary part of the frequency in red (i.e., the damp-
ing rate). The kinetic Alfv!en wave (KAW) branch has low frequencies,
while the ion Bernstein branch has much higher frequencies.
However, we cannot distinguish between a quasi-perpendicular KAW
and an advected structure (i.e., a spatial variation with xpla $ 0) using
this methodology. The ambiguity comes from the uncertainty48 and
the natural fluctuations in the velocity49 used for the Doppler shift
[Eq. (2)]. Panel (c) displays the plasma frame frequency as a function

of the wavenumber. The wavevector is determined from the MSR
technique (blue) and Bellan’s method (red). We apply the methods in
the frequency range of 0.1–1Hz in the spacecraft frame. This fre-
quency range corresponds to the Nyquist wavenumber set by the
mean inter-spacecraft distance. The spacecraft frame frequency is
obtained according to Eq. (2). The obtained wavevectors make a
quasi-perpendicular angle with the mean magnetic field direction
8865) from the MSR method and 82615) from Bellan’s method
(which justifies the propagation angles of the linear theory solutions).
Bellan’s method is applied to all four spacecraft and any wavevector
which differs by an angle larger than 35) from the mean of all four is
removed. Both methods produce consistent results, and fluctuations
have low plasma frame frequencies compared to the cyclotron fre-
quency except for one outlier in Bellan’s method. The high frequency
of this data point is likely due to more than one wavevector being

FIG. 3. The first two columns show the predictions of linear theory for a Kinetic Alfv!en wave (column 1) and for an ion Bernstein wave (column 2). Panels (a) and (b) show the
frequency, with the real part in black and the imaginary part in red. Solid lines denote a propagation angle of 89) and dashed lines denote an angle of 80). Panels (d) and (e)
show the ion Alfv!en ratio in black and the electron Alfv!en ratio in green. Panels (g) and (h) show the cross correlation of density and compressive magnetic field. Panels (j)
and (k) show the magnetic compressibility. Column 3 shows the observations from the MMS spacecraft. Panel (c) shows the dispersion relation diagram from the MMS data
using the MSR data (blue) and Bellan method (red). Panel (f) shows the measured ion and electron Alfv!en ratios (solid lines) and their relative errors (for display on logarithimc
axis). Panel (i) shows the cross correlation of the density and magnetic field strength (solid lines), dashed lines denote the standard deviations. Panel (l) shows the compress-
ibility (solid lines) and the standard deviations.
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present for a given Fourier mode, which causes a large error in the
Bellan method. However, the MSR method does not share this limita-
tion and multiple wavevectors can be identified at a single frequency.

The second row denotes the ion (black) and electron (green)
Alfv!en ratios, which is the ratio of the trace velocity fluctuations to the
trace magnetic fluctuations (in Alfv!en units). The Alfv!en ratio of spe-
cies j is given by

RA;j $ l0nmi
jdvjj2

jdBj2
: (3)

For the observations in panel (f), these are converted to a wave-
number following Taylor’s hypothesis for the spacecraft measurements
(other than the plasma frame frequency). It is important to recall that
converting to a wavenumber this way does not give the true wavenum-
ber of the fluctuations; instead, it gives a streamwise wavenumber
denoted kstream $ 2pf =Vi. Where the streamwise wavenumber is
related to k? as kstream $ k? sin %hBV& cos %/&, where / is the angle
between k and the B V plane. If anisotropy k? + kk is assumed
(which is observed for this interval), then k? ’ k and / is small then
it follows that kstream ’ k sin %hBV&.50 As hBV ’ 80), the difference
between k and kstream is expected to be small. The prediction of the
Alfv!en ratio for large-scale Alfv!en waves is 1, while for magnetosonic
waves, it is !2, e.g., Gary.51 For KAWs [panel (d)], near the ion gyro-
length kqi ! 1 the ion and electron ratios begin to depart from one
another. The magnetic field fluctuations’ power become dominant
over the ion velocity, while the electron velocity fluctuations’ power
becomes dominant. For the ion Bernstein wave [panel (e)], both ion
and electron velocities are dominant. The observations in panel (f)
which show a decrease in the ion Alfv!en ratio with increasing wave-
number and an increase in the electron Alfv!en ratio, which is more
consistent with the predictions for kinetic Alfv!en waves.

Row three denotes the cross correlation between the magnitude
of the magnetic field and the density for species j, which is given by

CC $
<%dnjdjBj(&
jdnjjjdjBjj

; (4)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. The Alfv!en solu-
tions and the IBW solutions show anti-correlated and correlated fluc-
tuations, respectively. The measurements show that the fluctuations
are mostly anti-correlated throughout the ranges investigated, more
consistent with the KAWs rather than the IBWs. In the final row, we
see the magnetic compressibility defined as the fluctuations of the par-
allel component over the trace component,

CB $
jdBkj2

jdBkj2 * jdB?1j2 * jdB?2j2
; (5)

where the parallel component is defined as the component along the
mean magnetic field direction calculated over the interval.
Throughout the range, they have a value of roughly 0.3, again more
consistent with the KAW solutions rather than the IBW.

To understand the potential mechanisms for dissipation, we cal-
culate the resonance parameters following.52,53 For a species s, the res-
onance condition is quantifiable by

f $
xpla #mXs

kkvs;thermal
; (6)

where Xs is the cyclotron frequency of species s and vs;thermal is the
thermal speed of species s,m is an integer withm$ 0 giving the condi-
tion for Landau resonance and m $ 61 giving the condition for the
first cyclotron resonance, the parameters k and xpla are determined
from the MSR and Bellan’s method, presented in Fig. 3(a). When
f , 1, then resonant energy transfer from the electromagnetic fields
can occur efficiently. We note that our definition of f in Eq. (6) is
based on the thermal speed, while the full velocity distribution of the
particles provides an infinite range of velocities that can potentially
resonate. Nevertheless, the thermal speed is appropriate for character-
izing a significant number of particles that can efficiently resonate.54

The mean values of the resonance parameters are presented in Table I.
Both methods have consistent results and suggest that the ion and
Landau resonances may be possible in the interval; however, for cyclo-
tron resonance, f+ 1 for both ions and electrons.52,53 For ion scales,
we do not expect the electron cyclotron resonance to be active; this is
reflected in the result that the resonance parameters are much larger
than 1. Should we measure larger wavevectors which is possible for the
smaller MMS separations, perhaps the electron cyclotron resonance
becomes more important. The standard deviations are large for all
cases. The large standard deviations are due to the difficulty in measur-
ing the parallel wavenumber, which is small and can cause the reso-
nance parameter to become very large as it is in the denominator of
Eq. (6).

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the resonance parameters as a
function of the wavenumber. The error bars denote the relative error
of the resonance parameters. Note that some of the errors are large as
the frequency measured is low in some cases which leads to a large rel-
ative error despite the absolute error being small. The dashed line indi-
cates a resonance parameter of 1. Even considering the error bars, the
resonance condition for either cyclotron resonance is not fulfilled. For
the ion Landau resonance, the points are predominantly above 1 but
some errors straddle and some points lie beneath the value of unity,
indicating that ion Landau resonance could be occurring. For the elec-
tron Landau resonance, the points are all below 1 but in general show
a trend toward 1. At smaller scales than studied here (kqi > 1:6), it is
possible that electron Landau damping becomes more important.
Observations of magnetic spectra show steepening at roughly
5 > kqi > 3031,32,46,55,56,61 which could be interpreted as being due to
the onset of electron Landau damping.57

To further investigate Landau damping as a potential mechanism
for the conversion of energy from the fields to the kinetic energies, we

TABLE I. The mean, the standard deviations, and the min/max values of the reso-
nance parameter analysis.

Mean Standard deviation Min Max

Ion Landau (MSR) 3.6 3.9 0.18 14.85
Electron Landau (MSR) 0.2 0.2 0.01 0.84
Ion Landau (Bellan) 3.7 3.9 0.19 13.44
Electron Landau (Bellan) 0.2 0.2 0.01 0.76
Ion cyclotron (MSR) 97 159 10 600
Electron cyclotron (MSR) 10 000 16 000 900 60 000
Ion cyclotron (Bellan) 17 15 2 50
Electron cyclotron (Bellan) 1400 1300 100 4000
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investigate J " E0.58 Note that electric fields are frame dependent, so the
measured spacecraft frame electric field needs to be transformed to the
rest frame59,60 using a mean measured velocity E0 $ E* hVii' B
(i.e., subtracting the convective electric field). Here, the mean ion bulk
velocity vector is used, although both the mean electron and ion bulk
flows are similar in this interval. The J " E0 parameter is the work done
on the particles by the electric field and quantifies the transfer of
energy between the fields and the particle kinetic energy. This is not
strictly speaking dissipation as the energy is transferred to the kinetic
energy rather than the internal energy of the particles.62,87

To obtain a scale dependent measure of the energy conversion,
we use an energy conversion rate63,64 defined as

!ECR $
1
4
%~J " ~E0

(
* ~J

( " ~E0&; (7)

where the tildes denote the wavelet coefficients of J and E0 and the
asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. The scale-dependent !ECR is
shown for the perpendicular direction, and the parallel direction in
Fig. 5 where the dashed lines denote the mean value, and the shaded
region denotes the standard deviation. The energy conversion rate in
the parallel direction is defined as

!ECR;k $
1
4
%~Jk " ~E0k

(
* ~Jk

( " ~E0k &; (8)

while in the perpendicular direction, it is defined as

!ECR;? $
1
4
% ~J?1 " ~E0?1

(
* ~J?1

( " ~E0?1 & * % ~J?2 " ~E0?2
(
* ~J?2

( " ~E0?2 &
h i

:

(9)

At large scales Fig. 5(a) kqi < 0:5 there is a significant fluctuation
in the perpendicular value of the energy conversion rate whereas the
parallel component is close to zero [Fig. 5(b)]. The large variations in
the perpendicular energy conversion rate are associated with large-
scale velocity fluctuations, e.g., those at 14:57:40–14:58:00 (see Fig. 1).

To get a clearer view of the fluctuations near kqi ! 1 we re-plot
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), only between kqi $ 0:5# 7 with a limited y-axis.
Figure 5(d) shows that the parallel component of the energy conver-
sion rate is positive, which is suggestive of Landau damping. The stan-
dard deviations are large, indicating a transfer of energy in both
directions; however, the secular net transfer is from the fields to the
particles. The mean value is close to zero in the perpendicular compo-
nents but is negative at the larger scales.

IV. DISCUSSION
The nature of the ion and electron Alfv!en ratios shows a good

match with the expectations from linear Vlasov theory for a KAW.
Consistent with the observations of Roberts et al.65 for the ion Alfv!en

FIG. 4. The resonance parameters as a function of wavenumber for the ion Landau resonance (a), the electron Landau resonance (b), the first ion cyclotron resonance (c),
and the first electron cyclotron resonance (d). The error bars denote the relative error based on the propagation of the error on the plasma frame frequency.
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ratio. We rule out the kinetic slow mode as its ion Alfv!en ratio
increases with increasing wavenumber.66 The cross-correlations of
density and magnetic field magnitude are also consistent with the
KAW interpretation, as IBWs have the same positive correlations as
MHD scale fast waves. Finally, the measured compressibility also
matches the expectation for KAWs well. Kinetic slow waves and IBWs
are expected to have CB ! 1. At scales kqi < 0:5, the compressibility
is larger than predicted for a KAW. The large compressibility is most
likely due to fluid scale compressive coherent structures which have
anti-correlated ne # B and similar Alfv!enicities to KAWs but are more
compressive. Possible structures could be compressive vortices, e.g.,67

magnetic holes/mirror modes,68 pressure balanced structures.69,70

Kinetic slow waves could also contribute; however, they are typically
strongly damped, although the low b in this interval may allow them
to exist longer than in high-b intervals.

While we interpret the results by comparing them with linear
wave solutions, it is possible that the fluctuations are not wave-like.
After numerous wave-wave interactions due to the turbulent cascade,
the frequency of a wave can be broadened71,72 to be sideband waves73,74

which do not necessarily correspond to a single wave as predicted from
Vlasov theory.75,76 Another possible wave interaction is the parametric
instability10,41,77 that can occur whenever the Alfv!en wave interacts
with a background density fluctuation. Even though the fluctuation
level is dB=B0 $ 0:15 in our study, parametric instabilities are plausible

explanations to the observed data. Theoretical and numerical studies
indicate that cross scale coupling78 can occur and some of the daughter
waves can propagate nearly perpendicular to the mean magnetic
field.77,79,80 The existence of three-wave couplings acting on the ion
Bernstein waves is also indicated by the numerical study by.81

The results do suggest that Landau resonances of the ions and
the electrons are more important than the cyclotron resonances con-
sistent with the expectations of a kinetic Alfv!en wave10,40,42 and with a
field-particle analysis of electrons carried out by Chen et al.11 on a dif-
ferent magnetosheath interval. We note that the standard deviations of
the resonance parameters is large, however considering the range of
values the Landau resonances are likely more important than the
cyclotron resonances in this interval. Further evidence of the impor-
tance of electron Landau damping comes from a wave-driven simula-
tion of TenBarge et al.82 which finds that heating in current sheets
through the Landau resonance is more likely than Ohmic dissipation
(due to the low collisionality).

Our results also suggest that ion Landau damping may be possi-
ble at these scales and electron Landau damping at smaller scales. A
short variable ’transition range’ is often observed in the solar magnetic
field power spectrum between the inertial and the dissipation
scales.3,46,83 This has been interpreted as being due to ion Landau
damping.46 Although the resonance parameters are not equal to 1, the
linear theory damping rates suggest that we are at slightly larger scales

FIG. 5. Scale dependent energy conversion rate defined in Eq. (7) for the perpendicular components (a) and (c) and the parallel components (b) and (d).
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than where we expect damping to occur for a linear KAW.
Investigation of the parallel energy conversion rate also suggests that
Landau damping is present at kqi > 0:5.

To better understand the dissipation processes at various scales,
numerous intervals should be analyzed with spacecraft separations
near the different plasma scale lengths. It would be preferable to per-
form this with the same interval with multiple spacecraft.84,85 Such a
study is possible with multiple data intervals from the Cluster space-
craft or the MMS spacecraft. However, for MMS, the range of separa-
tions is relatively small, leading to a small number of time intervals
with ion-scale separations.

V. CONCLUSION
We have used the unique properties of MMS to reveal the prop-

erties of fluctuations near the ion kinetic scales in magnetosheath tur-
bulence. The multiple spacecraft and the ability to measure the plasma
current at high time resolutions enable the determination of the wave-
vector with two different approaches. The fluctuations at these scales
have low plasma frame frequencies consistent with KAWs or advected
structures that have no intrinsic frequency.

Other properties such as the ion and electron Alfv!en ratios,
cross-correlations between the compressive magnetic field, and mag-
netic compressibility agree well with the linear theory predictions for
KAWs. However, as turbulence is an inherently nonlinear process, it is
not apparent that these are signatures of waves in the classical sense.
At larger scales (kqi ! 0:1), the compressibility is too large to be
explained in terms of linear KAWs. Furthermore, there is energy
transfer occurring in this range which is associated with regions with
large scale fluctuations. Therefore, while the KAW interpretation is
consistent with the results, it does not seem to be a complete
description.

Finally, we remark that the measured resonance parameters
suggest that in this interval at these scales, cyclotron resonance
either with electrons or ions is not important. The resonance
parameters and J " E0 support that Landau resonance is important
for the conversion of energy from the fields to kinetic energy in the
magnetosheath.
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